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Abstract
A generalization of the finite-horizon linear quadratic regulator problem is proposed for LTI continuous-time controllable
systems. In particular, a formulation of the LQ problem is considered, with affine constraints on the initial and the terminal
states and with general quadratic costs in the initial and terminal states. The solution presented is simple and attractive from
a computational point of view, and it is based on the solutions of an algebraic Riccati equation and of a Lyapunov equation,
that enable all the solutions of the Hamiltonian differential equation to be parametrized in closed form.
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1 Introduction
The linear quadratic regulator (LQR) is one of the fun-
damental and deeply investigated problems in optimal
control theory. In particular, the solution of the finite-
horizon LQ problem, in which the initial state is assigned
and the terminal state is weighted quadratically in the
performance index, is traditionally expressed in terms
of the solution of a matrix Riccati differential equation
(see e.g. [9], [3]), whose integration, usually based on fi-
nite difference methods, leads to a heavy computational
burden.
In recent years, different kinds of extensions of the stan-
dard LQ problem have been investigated, taking into
account constraints on the initial and terminal states,
or on the whole state trajectory or control law, see e.g.
[2], [6], [7], [8], [13] and references therein. In particular,
many valuable contributions on the so-called point-to-
point version of the finite-horizon LQ problem, in which
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the initial and the terminal states (or the corresponding
outputs) are assigned have been presented in the most
recent literature (see e.g. [11] and references therein).
The problem considered in this paper is the LQ-optimal
finite-horizon control of a LTI controllable system whose
initial and terminal states are constrained to belong to
affine varieties. Moreover, the finite-horizon quadratic
performance index includes an initial and terminal costs
that weight the difference between the initial and termi-
nal states and two assigned target states. This formu-
lation of the finite horizon LQ is quite general, since it
encompasses the standard case as well as the point-to-
point LQ.
We shall show that the aforementioned problem can be
solved with the tools that are currently employed for
the solution of the infinite-horizon LQ regulator, i.e.,
the algebraic Riccati equation and the algebraic Lya-
punov equation. In particular, the stabilizing and the
anti-stabilizing solutions of a single algebraic Riccati
equation yield an explicit representation of all the state-
costate solutions of the Hamiltonian differential equa-
tion in terms of two parameters. Their values are com-
puted in terms of the specified boundary conditions.
In this context, new closed-form expressions of the op-
timal value of the performance index are also derived.
In the special cases mentioned above, in which the ex-
treme states are assigned or either is fixed and the other
is weighted quadratically, the optimal cost can be ex-
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pressed as a quadratic form of the assigned state(s).
The solution presented yields efficient computational al-
gorithms based on strict algebraic tools. In fact, both the
optimal state trajectory and the corresponding control
law are expressed as functions of two matrix exponen-
tials, whose exponents are stable in the overall time in-
terval, thus ensuring the robustness of the solution pro-
posed even for large time horizons.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
finite-horizon LQ problem with general quadratic cost
and affine constraints on the extreme states is stated.
Then, in Section 3, a parametrization of the solutions of
the Hamiltonian differential equation involving the ex-
treme solutions of the associated ARE is presented. In
Section 4, a detailed analysis on the feasibility of the
Pontryagin equations for the optimal control problem
herein considered is carried out. Moreover, it is shown
that the optimal cost can be expressed in closed form
as a function of the problem’s data. Furthermore, it is
proved that the Pontryagin equations are necessary and
sufficient in the considered case, and they guarantee the
existence of an optimal solution. Finally, in Section 5,
some important special cases are taken into account: the
point-to-point LQ and the classical finite-horizon LQ. In
particular, some classical results of optimal control the-
ory are derived in a simple and clear form.
Notation. Throughout this paper, the symbol Rn×m will
denote the space of n×m real matrices. The image and
the null-space of matrix A are denoted by imA and
ker A, whereas A> and A+ denote the transpose and
the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A, respectively. The
symbol In stands for the n×n identity matrix.
2 Statement of the problem
Consider the linear time-invariant state differential
equation
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + B u(t), (1)
where, for all t≥ 0, x(t)∈Rn is the state, u(t)∈Rm is
the control input, A and B are real constant matrices of
proper sizes.
Let tf > 0. Consider two full-row rank matrices
W0 ∈R
s×n, Wf ∈R
r ×n and two vectors w0 ∈R
s,
wf ∈R
r with s, r≤n. Consider two functions χ0 : R
n →
R
s and χf : R
n → Rr that represent the affine con-
straints on the initial and terminal states 1 of (1) ex-
1 Notice that these constraints encompass the case when
the initial and terminal values y(0) and y(tf ) of an output
y(t) = C x(t) of the dynamical system described by (1) are
assigned. In fact in this case the corresponding constraints for
the state are expressed by (2) with W0 = Wf = C, w0 = y(0)
and wf = y(tf ).
pressed by
χ0(x(0)) := W0 x(0) − w0 = 0,







= Π> ≥ 0, with Q ∈ Rn×n,
S ∈Rn×m and R∈Rm×m. We assume R > 0 and define
the Schur complement Q̃ :=Q−S R−1 S> that is clearly
positive semidefinite. Let P0, Pf ∈R
n×n be symmetric
and positive semidefinite, let z0, zf ∈R
n, and eventually
define the functions β0, βf : R
n → R as
β0(x) := (x − z0)
> P0 (x − z0),
βf (x) := (x − zf )
> Pf (x − zf ).
The optimal control problem dealt with in this paper
can be stated as follows.
Problem 1 Find a measurable input function u(t),
t∈ [0, tf ], and an absolutely continuous state trajectory
x(t), t∈ [0, tf ], minimizing the quadratic performance in-
dex




x>(t)Qx(t) + 2x>(t)S u(t)
+u>(t)R u(t)
]
dt + βf (x(tf )),
(3)
under the constraints (1) and (2).
3 Hamiltonian state-costate trajectories
Refer to Problem 1. By following the same procedure
carried out in [9, p.133], since the constraints are affine,
it is found that if u(t) and x(t), t∈ [0, tf ], are optimal
for Problem 1, then there exist λ : [0, tf ] → R
n, ν ∈Rs
and µ∈Rr such that x(t), λ(t), u(t), ν and µ satisfy the
following equations:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + B u(t), (4)
χ0(x(0)) = 0, χf (x(tf )) = 0, (5)
λ̇(t) = −Qx(t) − S u(t) − A> λ(t), (6)
λ(0) = −P0 x(0) + P0 z0 − W
>
0 ν, (7)
λ(tf ) = Pf x(tf ) − Pf zf + W
>
f µ, (8)
R u(t) + S> x(t) + B> λ(t) = 0. (9)
Since R > 0, equation (9) can be solved in u(t) yielding
u(t) = −R−1
(






















A − B R−1 S> −B R−1 B>
−Q + S R−1 S> −A> + S R−1 B>
]
is
called the Hamiltonian matrix. We make the following
standing assumptions.
(A1) the pair (A, B) is controllable
(A2) H has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis
Under assumptions (A1)-(A2), the continuous-time al-
gebraic Riccati equation (CARE)
PA + A>P − (S + PB)R−1(S>+ B>P ) + Q = 0 (12)
has a maximal solution P+ = P
>
+ ≥ 0 and a mini-
mal solution P− =P
>
− ≤ 0 such that the gap matrix
∆:= P+ −P− is positive definite (see [10, Lemma 7 and
proof of Theorem 6] for details), and the eigenvalues of
the closed-loop matrices
A+ := A − B K+ and A− := A − B K−, (13)
where K+ and K− are defined as
K+ :=R
−1 (S>+B>P+), K− :=R
−1 (S>+B>P−), (14)
are stable and anti-stable, respectively. Hence, P+ and
P− are called the stabilizing and anti-stabilizing solu-
tions of the CARE (12).
Remark 1 The matrices P+ and A+ may be computed
by standard and reliable numerical algorithms available
in any control package. Concerning P−, it is well-known
(see [10, p.354]) that ∆−1 satisfies the Lyapunov equa-
tion
A+ ∆
−1 + ∆−1 A>+ + B R
−1B> = 0. (15)
Hence, we may solve (15) and we get P− = P+ −∆.
The following theorem provides an explicit formula
parametrizing all the solutions of the Hamiltonian dif-
ferential equation.
Theorem 1 Let assumptions (A1)-(A2) hold. The set
of solutions of the Hamiltonian differential equation (11)
















eA−(t−tf ) q. (16)









A direct computation shows that H J+ = J+ A+ and
H J− = J− A− (see e.g. [12, Property 4.1.5]). Hence, the
family of trajectories (16) satisfies the Hamiltonian dif-
ferential equation (11) for all p and q.
Conversely, since (11) is a linear differential equation
of order 2n, it is sufficient to show that among the
linear space of trajectories described by (16), we may







∈R2 n, i = 1, . . . , 2n, be linearly in-







corresponding state and costate trajectories given by
(16). It follows that
∑2n
i=0 ki vi(t)= 0 for all t∈ [0, tf ]
implies Ξ(t)
∑2n




A+ t J− e
A− (t−tf )
]
. Notice that Ξ(t) is full














− tf )ξ2. Since imJ+ and imJ−
are n-dimensional H-invariant subspaces and the eigen-
values of H restricted to imJ+ and to imJ− are the
eigenvalues of A+ and A−, respectively, and since the in-
tersection of two H-invariant subspaces is H-invariant,






− tf )ξ2 = 0. It follows that ξ1 = ξ2 = 0 since
for all t∈ [0, tf ] the exponential matrices e
A+ t and
eA− (t−tf ) are non-singular. As a consequence, ki =0 for
all i= 1, . . . , 2n, since π1, π2, . . . , π2n and linearly inde-
pendent.
4 Derivation of the optimal control
In Theorem 1 it has been shown that under assump-
tions (A1)-(A2) the extreme solutions P+ and P− of
the CARE (12) yield an explicit representation of all
the solutions of the Hamiltonian differential equation
(11) in terms of two parameters p and q. In this section
we show that equations (4)-(9) admit solutions, and we
parametrize the set of such solutions.
Define F+ := e
A+ tf and F− := e
A− tf . By (16), the equa-
tions of the constraints (2) lead to
W0 p + W0 F
−1
−
q = w0, (17)
Wf F+ p + Wf q = wf . (18)
From (7) and (16) it follows that
−P0 (p + F
−1
−
q) + P0 z0 − W
>




Let V0 be a basis matrix of ker W0. The former yields





q − V >0 P0 z0 = 0. (19)
3
The same procedure can be applied to (8) and (16), so
as to obtain
V >f (P+−Pf )F+p−V
>
f (Pf −P−) q + V
>
f Pf zf = 0, (20)
where Vf is a basis matrix of ker Wf . Equations (17),
(18), (19) and (20) yield the following compact expres-
sion
















V >0 P0 z0




































If s= n (resp. r = n), the constraints (2) completely as-
sign the initial (resp. terminal) state and the third (resp.
fourth) block-row of N and h disappears.
So far, we have shown that (21) follows from (4)-(9). No-
tice that also the converse is true. In fact, if p and q are
solutions of (21), equations (16) and (10) enable x(t),
λ(t) and u(t) to be computed. Finally, vectors ν and µ
may be computed from equations (7) and (8), since W0
and Wf are full-row rank.
The results that follow show that the linear system (21),
and hence the set of equations (4)-(9), is feasible, and
in Section 4.1 it will be proved that all its solutions give
rise to state trajectories and control laws yielding the
same cost.
Lemma 1 The following results hold.
(1) The matrix Ω := ∆−1 −F+ ∆
−1 F>+ is positive def-
inite.
(2) The matrix Σ := In −F+ F
−1
−
satisfies Σ= Ω∆, so
that it is non-singular.







is non-singular and its


















−1 is positive semidefinite, and
is positive definite if Q̃ := Q−S R−1 S> is such.




eA+ tB R−1 B>eA
>
+ t dt. As a consequence,




eA+ (t+tf )B R−1 B>eA
>





eA+ tB R−1 B>eA
>
+ t dt,
which is the closed-loop reachability grammian on
[0, tf ] and is positive definite by assumption (A1).
From [14, Lemma 8], A+ = − ∆
−1 A>− ∆, hence
F−1− =∆
−1 F>+ ∆. A straightforward computation shows
that Σ= In −F+ ∆
−1 F>+ ∆= Ω∆. It follows that Σ is
non-singular. Moreover, the determinant of L equals that
of Σ. Hence, L is non-singular as well. The expression
of L−1 follows after simple algebraic manipulations. As-
sume Q̃ > 0. Then, from P+ ≥ 0 and
P+ A+ + A
>
+ P+ + P+ B R
−1 B> P+ + Q̃ = 0,
which is a direct consequence of the CARE (12), it fol-







+ + B R
−1 B> + Λ+ = 0, (22)








From (15) and (22) we get A+ Φ+ ΦA
>
+ + Λ+ =0, that
yields Φ> 0. Moreover, the same argument used to prove
that Ω> 0 now shows that Φ−F+ ΦF
>
+ > 0. Hence
P−1+ >∆
−1 + F+ ΦF
>
+ . It follows that
P+ < (∆
−1 + F+ ΦF
>
+ )












which leads to Θ> 0. Let now Q̃ be singular. Consider
the new problem obtained by changing the matrix Q
with the new one Qε := Q+ ε In, where ε≥ 0. If ε> 0,
Qε −S R
−1 S> is positive definite so that, by the pre-
vious argument, the corresponding Θ matrix is positive
definite. As it is well known (see [12, Theorem 4.1.7]),
P+ is a continuous function of ε, so that Θ is such (note,
in fact, that Ω is well defined and positive definite even




Therefore, by continuity, Θ≥ 0 for ε= 0.
Let x0, xf be solutions of W0 x0 = w0 and Wf xf =wf ,
respectively. Then, all vectors x(0) and x(tf ) satisfying
(2) can be parametrized as x(0)= p+ F−1
−
q = V0 σ + x0
and x(tf )= F+ p+ q = Vf ρ+ xf , where σ ∈R
s and
ρ∈Rr are two new variables accounting for all possible
initial and terminal states satisfying the constraints (2).
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As a result, (21) may be written as
[
L −V








V > P z
]
, (23)
with V := diag(V0, Vf ), P := diag(P0, Pf ) and
G :=
[
P0 + P+ (P0 + P−)F
−1
−

























Lemma 2 System (23) admits solutions π, τ , for all x,
and z.
Proof: From the identity F−1
−






+ = In and after simple calcu-
lations, it is found that


















−1 F+ > 0 and its Schur complement is ex-
actly the matrix Θ defined in Lemma 1, which was
shown to be positive semidefinite.
Equation (23) leads to the relations
π = L−1V τ + L−1 x, (26)
V >(P + X)V τ + V > (P + X)x = V > P z, (27)
that admit at least one solution (π, τ). In fact, there
exists a solution τx of the equation
V >(P + X)V τ = −V > (P + X)x,
since the positive semidefiniteness of P +X yields
imV >(P + X)V ⊇ imV >(P + X). Moreover, there ex-
ists a solution τz of
V >(P + X)V τ = −V > P z,
since ker V >(P + X)V ⊆ ker P V . Their difference
τx − τz is a solution of (27).
As already observed, equation (21) is equivalent to
(23), so that we may conclude that equation (21) ad-
mits solutions. As it is well-known, such solutions are
parametrized by
π = N+ h + K v, (28)
where K is a basis matrix for ker N and v is an arbitrary
vector.
4.1 Optimal cost
The following result provides a simple formula for the
computation of the optimal value of the performance
index (3) in terms of the initial and terminal values of
the state and costate variables.
Lemma 3 Let x(t) and λ(t) be a solution of the Hamil-
tonian differential equation (11), and let u(t), t∈ [0, tf ],





= x>(0)λ(0) − x>(tf )λ(tf ).
(29)














. A simple computation yields















= x>(0)λ(0) − x>(tf )λ(tf ).





. Let x(t) and λ(t) be the corresponding
state and costate trajectories given by (16). Let u(t) be the
corresponding input function given by (10). The associ-
ated performance index J(x, u) is given by the following
quadratic form q(π, z) in π and z:












Proof: The proof follows from (16) and (3).
Corollary 2 All solutions p and q of (21) yield the same
cost, which is a positive semidefinite quadratic form of
z0, zf , w0 and wf .
Proof: Let (π1, τ1) and (π2, τ2) be two solutions
of (23). Denote their difference by δπ := π1 −π2
5
and δτ := τ1 − τ2. From (27), it follows that
V > (P + X)V δτ = 0. Then, δ τ ∈ ker(P V )∩ ker(X V ),
since both P and X are positive semidefinite. Hence,
(26) yields Lδπ = V δτ ∈ ker P ∩ ker X, so that
δπ ∈ ker P L∩ ker X L and then, taking into account
(30), it is found that q(π2, z)= q(π2 + δπ, z)= q(π1, z),
where the last equality is a consequence of the definition
of δπ. The fact that the optimal cost is a quadratic form
of z0, zf , w0 and wf is a direct consequence of (21), (30)
and Corollary 1.
4.2 Existence of optimal solutions
So far, we have considered the necessary conditions ex-
pressed by (4)-(9) for Problem 1. In particular, we have
proved that (4)-(9) admit solutions, and we have shown
that all solutions of (4)-(9) lead to the same cost, i.e.,
the performance index does not depend on the specific
solution of (4)-(9). We hasten to stress that this is not
sufficient to guarantee that each solution of (4)-(9) cor-
respond to a solution of Problem 1. In fact to this aim
we still need to show that Problem 1 does admit solu-
tions. Notwithstanding the wealth of results on the ex-
istence of solutions of optimal control problems, see e.g.
[4, Chapters 7-11], it appears that even the existence is-
sue for Problem 1 is not solved in the literature. The
following proposition addresses this issue.
Proposition 1 Problem 1 admits solutions.
Proof: We first assume that s= n, i.e., that W0 ∈R
n×n,
so that the initial state x(0) is completely assigned. In
this case the existence of optimal solutions for Problem
1 is proved 2 in [1, p.85]. Therefore, we may conclude
that all the solutions of (4)-(9) are indeed solutions of
Problem 1 and that the optimal cost is a quadratic
form of type (30). To deal with the case when s<n, we
temporarily add to the original constraints (1) and (2),
herein briefly denoted by C, the additional constraint Ca
given by
V >0 x(0)= v0. (31)
It is not difficult to see that (2) and (31) assign the whole
initial state vector x(0) for any v0 ∈R












The infimum inside square brackets in the right-hand
side of (32) has still the form of Problem 1, where W0 is
2 Notice that in [1, p.85] matrix S is assumed to be zero.
However, the general case when S may differ from zero can
be brought back to that of S = 0 by assigning u(t) = −
R−1 S> x(t) + v(t) and by minimizing the cost with respect
to the new control variable v(t). Thus, we get an equivalent












we are in the previously considered case of s= n. Hence,
infC, Ca J(x, u) is indeed a minimum. Moreover, in view














infimum over v0 ∈R
n− s in the right-hand side of (32)
is a minimum as well. The existence of a minimum of
J(x, u) over the original constraints C guarantees that
Problem 1 has solutions.
As a conclusion, we introduce the following corollary,
that points out how equation (28) can be used to deter-
mine all the values of the parameters p and q yielding the
optimal state, costate and input functions for Problem
1 through (16) .
Corollary 3 Let p and q satisfy (28). Then, the corre-
sponding state and costate functions x(t) and λ(t) satis-
fying (16) are optimal for Problem 1. Moreover, the op-
timal control law can be computed by
u(t) = −K+ e
A+ t p − K− e
A− (t−tf ) q, (33)
where K+ and K− are defined in (14).
Proof: We have shown that (4)-(9) provide optimal
solutions for Problem 1. Now, if p and q satisfy (28), if
the corresponding x(t) and λ(t) satisfy the Hamiltonian
differential equation and u(t) is given by (10), then the
state, costate and input functions satisfy (4)-(9) for some
ν and µ, hence they are optimal.
5 Special cases
In this section, we consider two particular cases of Prob-
lem 1 in which either both the initial and the terminal
states are assigned, or the terminal state is weighted in
the performance index 3 . In both cases, it will be shown
how several classical results concerning the structure
of the optimal solution and the optimal cost follow
straightforwardly by using the proposed approach, with
the further advantage that the dipendence of the op-
timal state and control and of the optimal cost with
the assigned state(s) is herein explicited in closed form.
First, we consider the case of sharply assigned initial
and final states.
Problem 1a Find a measurable input function u(t),
t∈ [0, tf ], and an absolutely continuous state trajectory
x(t), t∈ [0, tf ], minimizing the quadratic performance
index (3) with β0 = βf = 0, under the constraints (1),
x(0)= x0 ∈R
n and x(tf )= xf ∈R
n.
3 The symmetric case when x(0) is quadratically weighted
and x(tf ) is assigned is similar.
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This case is obtained by the general one considered
in Section 3 by assuming β0 =βf = 0, W0 = Wf = In,
x0 = w0 and xf = wf .
Since in this case s= r = n, the values of p and q provid-











Notice that L is non-singular by Lemma 1, and p and q
can be determined by matrix inversion.
The following result points out how these considerations
enable important structural properties of the optimal
solution to be derived in a direct and simple form.
Lemma 4 The optimal state, costate and input function
for Problem 1a are unique, they are linear in x0 and xf
and they are given by
x(t) = X1(t)X
−1
1 (0)x0 + X2(t)X
−1
2 (tf )xf , (35)
λ(t) = Λ1(t)X
−1
1 (0)x0 + Λ2(t)X
−1
2 (tf )xf , (36)
u(t) = U1(t)X
−1
1 (0)x0 + U2(t)X
−1
2 (tf )xf , (37)
where for all t ∈ [0, tf ]
X1(t) := e
A+ t − eA− (t−tf ) F+,
X2(t) := e
A− (t−tf ) − eA+ t F−1− ,
Λ1(t) := P+ e
A+ t − P− e
A− (t−tf ) F+,
Λ2(t) := P− e
A− (t−tf ) − P+ e
A+ t F−1− ,
U1(t) := −K+ e
A+ t − K− e
A− (t−tf ) F+,
U2(t) := −K− e
A− (t−tf ) + K+ e
A+ t F−1− .























Proof: A straightforward computation, consisting of
deriving p and q satisfying (34) and replacing them in
(16), yields (35)-(37). Notice that X1(0) and X2(tf )
are non-singular, as their determinants equal that of
L. Uniqueness of the optimal solution follows from the
invertibility of L. The expression of the optimal cost is
a direct consequence of Lemma 3.
Now we consider the classical version of the finite-
horizon LQ problem, i.e., that in which the initial
state is completely assigned and the terminal state is
weighted quadratically in the performance index with
zf =0 without terminal constraints (2).
Problem 1b Find a measurable input function u(t),
t∈ [0, tf ], and an absolutely continuous state trajectory
x(t), t∈ [0, tf ], minimizing the quadratic performance
index (3) with β0 =0 and zf =0 under the constraints
(1) and x(0)= x0 ∈R
n.
This case is obtained by the general one considered in
Section 3 by assuming W0 = In, w0 = x0 and zf =0. In
this case s= n and r =0. Hence, the boundary condition
(8) reduces to λ(tf )= Pf x(tf ) yielding by (16)
(Pf − P+)F+ p + (Pf − P−) q = 0. (38)
Equation (38), together with (16) evaluated at t =0,















(Pf − P+)F+ Pf − P−
]
. (39)
It is not difficult to see that matrix L′ is non-singular.
Hence, by matrix inversion, equation (39) enables p and
q to be computed.
Lemma 5 The optimal state, costate and input function
for Problem 1b are unique, they are linear in x0, and they
are given by
x(t) = X(t)X−1(0)x0, (40)
λ(t) = Λ(t)X−1(0)x0, (41)
u(t) = U(t)X−1(0)x0, (42)
where for all t ∈ [0, tf ]
X(t) = eA+ (t−tf ) ∆−1 (Pf − P−)
+eA− (t−tf ) ∆−1 (P+ − Pf ),
(43)
Λ(t) = P+ e
A+ (t−tf ) ∆−1 (Pf − P−)
+P− e
A− (t−tf ) ∆−1 (P+ − Pf ),
(44)
U(t) = −K+ e
A+ (t−tf ) ∆−1 (Pf − P−)
−K− e
A− (t−tf ) ∆−1 (P+ − Pf ),
(45)
where ∆:= P+ −P−. The optimal cost is the quadratic
form J(x, u)= x>0 Λ(0)X
−1(0)x0.
Proof: Note that X(tf )= In and Λ(tf )= Pf . Then,
X(t) is non-singular for all t∈ [0, tf ] (see [5, Theorems
2 and 3]). Hence X(0) is invertible. Relations (40)-(42)
are derived by replacing the values of p and q satisfying
(39) in (16) after simple algebraic manipulations. The
optimal cost follows from Lemma 3.
6 Concluding remarks
A new methodology is developed for the solution of the
finite-horizon LQ problem, in the general case where
7
the initial and terminal states are subject to affine con-
straints and biased quadratic costs. This method con-
sists of parametrizing all the solutions of the Hamilto-
nian differential equation in closed-form, thus avoiding
the integration of the differential Riccati equation and
taking advantage of standard and very efficient routines
for the solution of algebraic Riccati equations.
This procedure easily provides the expressions for the
optimal state and costate trajectories as well as the op-
timal control law in finite terms.
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